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             E: southcoastschool@gmail.com  

       南岸中文学校    T: 0418 284 503 

South Coast Chinese Language School Inc.  W: www.southcoastschool.com 
 

Promoting Chinese Language & Culture for our next generation 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

2021 Term 1 Newsletter 
 

Dear Parents, Caregivers and Students, 

 Welcome everyone to 2021, especially to new students and parents 
joining our school community. Before the new school year commences, all teaching staff had 
completed the annual teaching plans for their respective classes and setup the goals for the 
new school year to ensure that all students can settle in well to their learning environment. 

Due to the Covid-19 public health crisis, we had to suspend the lion and dragon 
dances during the Lunar New Year celebration, however the traditional custom to give 
students red envelopes and fortune cookies were still observed as usual. Wishing all of you 
have a peaceful and prosperous year ahead! 

By the time I wrote this newsletter, Covid-19 restrictions have already relaxed, and parents 
are now able to come onsite with the requirement of social distancing and number 
restrictions. Body temperature taking and masks are no longer needed when entering the 
school yard.   

The NSW community languages schools program helps students learn and use the language 
they have learnt/achieved to connect to the community, their heritage and culture, gradually 
helping students to step into the world of harmony. Our school’s mission is based on the same 
philosophy. With the commitment from all teachers, we will do our best to help students to 
learn the Chinese language and culture related to daily life during the two hours’ weekly 
classes.  
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 Hanyu Shuiping Kaoshi (HSK) 

A big congratulation to all the students who participated in the HSK examinations. Each 
student received a PASS Award with high marks. Three students received full marks and the 
average mark is 189 points (out of 200). Well done everyone! The Chinese proficiency test 
HSK is a worldwide test of Chinese language. The HSK exam report is the only officially 
recognized Chinese language proficiency certificate for foreigners applying to study and/or 
work in China or Chinese speaking communities. 

The 2021 HSK and YCT examinations are scheduled on Friday, 12 November 2021. Details will 
be disclosed closer to date.  

 

 Adult beginner class 

A free beginner class is organized for our parents during this term. We met everyone on 
Monday from 6-8pm to learn Chinese via Zoom. This is an introductory course for beginners 
who would like to develop on their basic language skills and strategies of the Chinese 
languages.  It is designed to provide learners with the skills needed to understand and use 
Chinese Mandarin in a range of daily situations. Indeed, an introduction to the Chinese culture 
and society is in the pipeline.  

Contact me (southcoastschool@gmail.com) if you are keen to take up the class! 

 

 2021 Annual General Meeting (AGM) 

The AGM will be held on Friday, 26 March 5.30pm at Gwynneville Public School. On the 
agenda will be proposal amendments to the school constitution, and new members of the 
Parents’ & Teachers’ Management Committees will be nominated.  We hope that you will be 
able to join us. 
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  Excursion to Sinofield 

Acting on positive feedback from students and parents, an excursion to the Sinofield for 
Chinese culture day is planned for term 2 on Friday, 4 June. The proposed activities include 
the Smoking ceremony (a part of Australian Aboriginal culture), Kongzhu (diabolo: Chinese 
Yoyo); Chinese music with traditional Chinese instruments; Qinhuaci (porcelain pattern 
design) etc…  

Cost: $25/per student (school will contribute $50); $75/parent. 

The cost includes transport (bus with seatbelts); full-day activities; morning tea and lunch. 
Seats are limited, register NOW via email to Su-Lien to secure your seats. 

 

    Scholarship is available for High school students 

Ms. Yeh, the teacher for high school class is offering a scholarship to one of her students. In 
addition to continuing your studies, you can also be a teaching assistant to receive the 
scholarship. Conditions applies. Contact Ms. Yeh for more information if you want to be our 
tutor. 

 

Thank you to all parents who have made the effort to pay school fees timely throughout the 
year, affirming and supporting the quality of our teaching. School fees cover the basic 
expenses to run the school. Just before end of the final term in the previous school year, our 
principal had successfully received a grant from the Commonwealth Standard Grant for the 
purpose of assisting the school to develop learning resources and undertake the associated 
activities. A resource team is formed to plan, research and collate relevant learning and 
teaching resources to further enhance and enrich the face-to-face learning experiences of our 
students in the near future.  We have subscribed to several eLearnng resources for our staff 
and also plan to purchase iPads or laptops for students to use in class.  
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 Articles from Mr. Wei Leu, a well-known language educator in Australia 

The Impacts of Cultural Differences in Parenting 

https://mp.weixin.qq.com/s/nkDGBuJ6-
i4Eq9QIve9VAQ?fbclid=IwAR2RP8f5_emj2KuiYYgDrue7WcXfnF1Jd6atjaCKt9eFZy1hCyy83KF
X1y4 

 

      Class Teacher’s Report 

 Background Class (juniors) ~ Ms. Sun 

Welcome everybody back to Chinese class for another exciting year of learning Chinese 
language and culture.  

Our themes this term were Celebrations and Relationships. We had fun learning all about 
Chinese New Year. Students learnt about the origins of the festival, some of the important 
traditions and customs. They also learnt about the language related to the festival, such as 
exchanging festival greetings, and describing festival food.  

In our classes about Relationships, we learnt some basic classroom expressions that can also 
be used in everyday life. Learning to introduce others and ourselves used language related to 
describing things, such as name, age, and introducing family members. 

During our classes, we engaged in many activities to assist with an integrated language skills 
approach by playing games, singing and listening to songs, watching video clips, doing art and 
craft, and even some writing. It has been great to see all of the students enjoying the lessons 
through their active participation.  

Audio files have been included in the class notes (PPT) to help students with pronunciation of 
vocabulary and sentences. A wonderful way to build on these great achievements is to help 
your child practise them at home. Also, there are some good apps that make learning fun 
while helping to develop their language skills. 
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 Background class (Seniors) Ms. Wang 

This term we have focused our time on learning about the traditional Chinese New Year 
celebrations and relationships among family members. On the topic of Chinese New Year 
celebrations, we have explored the traditions and customs of the Chinese New Year. We 
learnt how to greet people during the Chinese New Year and how the Chinese zodiac helps us 
to know a person’s age. Students particularly enjoyed the game, “guess the riddle” (猜灯谜)。 

As a background class, we also focused on learning the Chinese characters. Attention was 
given specifically to the learning of the radicals of the characters, and trying to examine each 
character individually so student can have a better understanding of the Chinese writing 
system. During the final two weeks, we started a new topic of ‘relationship’. Junior students 
reviewed how to introduce themselves, learnt body parts and some adjectives to describe the 
physical appearance of a person, as well as the titles of family members. We rewrote a simple 
text about parents and siblings. The more advanced students read and rewrote a more 
complex text relating to pets, schools, and hobbies. In the final week of teaching, we finished 
our term by retelling a story called, ‘reunion’. We connected our topics together by reading 
this special story together. I would like to thank all our students and parents once again for 
being a part of this wonderful learning journey with me and hopefully, our students have also 
gained a deeper understanding of the Chinese culture and language. 
 

 * Stage K/1 ~ Ms. Chen 
We welcome four new preschool aged students and four new kindergarten students to join 
our class! Most of them are first timers to the Chinese language and culture. In order to build 
their confidence and increase their learning interests, the lesson plan is designed around 
topics which students can easily relate to their own experiences, such as, (1) basic greetings 
(2) celebration Chinese New Year and (3) family. We sing, we play, we listen to stories, we cut 
and paste, we make crafts, and more various fun activities. They have done very well, and I 
really am proud of them. 

Chinese is doubtless a difficult language. Our students however are still at a young age so I 
hope they can have fun in class by learning through lots of hands-on activities. Furthermore, 
helping them not to be afraid of speaking Chinese is my priority and first goal. Thank you to 
our parents for your patience and encouragement to your child/ren to learn the Chinese 
language.  
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 Stage 2/3 ~ Ms. Tan 

Nihao everyone! It is great to see all the students coming back to Chinese school in the new 
school year of 2021. We have a few new students joining the Stage 2&3 class in this term. I’m 
pleased to say that they have adapted well to the new class routine and managed to mingle 
with the existing students fairly easily.    

 
In this term, we focused on the theme of “Celebration” and “Relationships”. For the topic of 
celebration, we did “Chinese New Year”, “Lantern Festival” and “The 12 Chinese zodiac 
animals”. As for the topic of relationships, we learnt “My family” (Stage 2) and “My extended 
family” (Stage 3), and “My friends”. Students had much fun doing Chinese New Year crafts 
such as making the Chinese New Year decoration ornament “fu” (good fortune) and writing 
the Spring couplets which contained phrases of good blessings that they eventually brought 
home to decorate their bedroom. Students also found out more about their Chinese zodiac 
animal signs when they were tasked to do a mini research e.g., the personality traits and the 
elements of their Chinese zodiac animal sign, etc, and presented on what they had found to 
the class.  

 
When we did the topic of relationships, students introduced their family (Stage 2)/extended 
family tree (Stage 3) to the class. They also drew a family tree (Stage 2)/extended family tree 
(Stage) and wrote a mini-book describing their family or extended family members as the final 
products. Students did a simple oral presentation to introduce a good friend too. 

 
Students’ listening, speaking, reading and writing skills were honed through a variety of 
language practice tasks and activities such as Questions & Answers (Q&A), PPT games, video 
clips, oral presentations, and written classwork.  

 
I’m happy to say that most students were motivated in their learning of a new language and 
culture. They often asked further questions to find out more about aspects of Chinese culture 
related to the topic which they were learning. Some students also shared how their culture 
viewed certain subjects similarly or differently from the Chinese culture. It’s a great learning 
experience for both the teacher and students as we attempted to understand and appreciate 
the various cultures and practices. I would also like to praise students who have made great 
efforts to complete all their class work, homework, and other learning tasks with high quality 
inputs. Keep up your great work and strive for better standards in the future! 

 
Finally, I wish you all a safe and joyous holiday! See you all again in Term 2. 
 

“One language sets you in a corridor for life. Two languages open every door along the 
way.” – Frank Smith 
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 High school class ~ Ms. Yeh 
 

This term students develop the knowledge, understanding and skills that will enable them to 
express ideas about their family, i.e. explain types of family, describe who are in your family, 
describe in detail family members including physical description and personality. Students 
acquired vocabulary, expressions and language structures within this context. Students listen, 
read and respond to texts and learn to experiment with linguistic structures in order to 
express themselves. 
 
Since most are high school students, we started introducing some web-based tools in the class 
to help them learn vocabulary. Students can decide with their parents if they want to bring 
their own devices to school, borrow the teacher’s computer or share with other students. 
Students enjoyed the online quizzes, activities, and collaborative writing using Google Doc.  
 
Also, starting from this semester, we are inviting a senior student to assist with our students’ 
learning occasionally at our school. This is a paid job. We hope that this will inspire and 
encourage our students in their learning so that they can have the opportunity to our other 
students when they reach an advanced level. 
 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

On behalf of all staff, we would like to wish you a happy and safe holiday! 

 

 

Su-Lien Chen 

Principal 

26/03/2021 

Term 2  

Back to School 

Friday, 23 April @ 3.30pm 


